What DC means?
DC means amazing results with all the advantages of the more
advanced electronic technology: rather than using alternating
current, RiX 70 DC applies a nearly constant potential to the tube.
This constant potential supplies the tube with DC current, resulting
in a constant stream of consistent radiation that mantains the
preset kV values even with mains fluctuations.

Reduction to the patient dose
The high frequency generator allows radiation stability
eliminating the soft radiation that does not produce images but
can be harmful for the patient.

Superior image quality
Select the voltage
and change the
contrast
Rix 70 DC can operate either 60,
70 or 75 kV allowing to reach
excellent results according to
your needs: voltage 60 kV for
caries detection or periodontal
applications;
70 kV for
endodontic
applications,
including visualization of canals,
detection of root fractures and
diagnosis of periapical lesions
due to pulpal inflammation.

The base for an accurate diagnostic is a good image.
RiX 70 DC with focal spot 0,4 mm gives you incredibly
clear images with a high contrast range.

Compatibility with any
image receptor
You can select on the control panel
keypad, the image receptor you want to
use. Rix 70 DC is perfectly compatible with
the digital imaging devices produced by
Trident: I-View intraoral sensor and ReadeR
phosphor plates' scanner.

Automatic
settings

exposure

From the control panel you can:
Selecting the parameters for an exposure
based on the patient morphology, tooth
type and image receptor.
Adapting the radiation dose to lower or
higher values.
Change between suitable exposure
times for digital or film as well as between
different kV values.

Easy-to-read main
control panel, with
quickly identifiable
icons for a faster
and easier
operation.

Modern and clean design
Steady and strong arm, which ensures smooth movements
and perfect stability.
Hand switch provided with coiled cord extensible up to 3 m
produced for many years of continuous use.
Clear and intuitive remote control, which includes preprogrammed exposure settings to set all the system
parameters outside the examination room.
Optional square 35 x 43 mm collimator that limits the
irradiated area.
More compact and lightweight tube head.

Small details, great impact.
Rix 70 DC installation does not require a large
amount of space and can easily fit into most dental
offices today. The versatility of two versions, wallmounted and mobile, allows the operation in
multiple spaces as well as the transport to remote
locations.
Make your choice and adapt your RiX 70 DC to your
work environment. Three different extension arms
gives you the possibility of multiple applications.
Choose between 60, 80 and 100 cm arm’s length.
Remote control fixed to the wall, to easily operate
the device outside the X-Ray room.
Automatic setting of exposure time from 0.01
to 2.0 seconds , depending on the patient
and tooth characteristics.

RiX 70 DC
Easier for you.
Safer for your patients.

Rix 70 DC perfectly matches
with the modern Trident
digital images receptors
maximizing its functionality.

